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Abstract: We identify the need for enhanced pedestrian–vehicle simulation tools and build such a tool
to explore the interaction among pedestrian “players” and virtual human- and automated-vehicles
for different scenarios taking place in an urban environment. We first present contemporary research
tools and then propose the design and development of a new desktop application that facilitates
pedestrian-point-of-view research. We then conduct a three-step user experience experiment, in which
a small number of participants answer questions before and after using the application to interact
with virtual human and automated vehicles in diverse road-crossing scenarios. Behavioral results
observed in virtuality, especially when motivated by consequence, tend to simulate real life suf-
ficiently well to inform design choices. From the simulation, we observed valuable insights into
human–vehicle interactions. Upon completing this preliminary testing, we iterated the tool’s design
and ultimately conducted an 89-participant study of human–vehicle interactions for three scenarios
taking place in a virtual environment. Our tool raised participant awareness of autonomous vehicles
and their capabilities and limitations, which is an important step in overcoming public distrust of AVs.
We additionally saw that participants trust humans and technology less as drivers than in other
contexts, and that pedestrians feel safer around vehicles with autonomy indicators. Further, we note
that study participants increasingly feel safe with automated vehicles with increased exposure. These
preliminary results, as well as the efficacy of the tool’s design, may inform future socio-technical
design for automated vehicles and their human interactions.

Keywords: gamification; simulation; self-driving vehicles; pedestrian interaction

1. Introduction

Automated Vehicles (AVs) are a next step in the evolution of the transportation system.
AVs have the potential to lead positive societal change, including reduced emissions, travel
costs, and transit times [1–6]. Beyond these impacts, AVs bring about the potential for enhanced
safety, as human error is a leading cause of road accidents [2]. Despite AV’s potential benefits,
there remains distrust about their safety [3,7–12]. AV–pedestrian interaction in particular poses
uncertainty [13] due to the complexity of capturing real-world data from pedestrians and
vehicles in potentially hazardous scenarios. In order to safely conduct such research, realistic
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simulation might instead be used. Realistic simulation has been used to great effect in other
critical problem domains [14].

To meet this need, AV development relies on broadly accessible simulators such as
AirSim [15], CARLA [16], and purpose-built [17] data capture tools; these examples emulate
data from the perspective of the AV itself. Other studies have demonstrated simulators’ abilities
to generate realistic data for AV–pedestrian interactions [18,19]. We see an opportunity to
merge elements of these tools to build a pedestrian-centric, freely-available simulation tool
for studying human–AV interaction. Such a tool would capture data informing not only the
development of AV technology, but also informing the “policy” and design of automated
vehicles to minimize adoptional friction.

Addressing this need, our team has developed a first-person simulator that allows par-
ticipants to control a human avatar within an urban environment, allowing individuals to
interact with virtual automated and human-operated vehicles as they attempt to cross a street.
This simulator has the potential to help researchers better study human–vehicle interactions
and their impacts and implications on and for social welfare. For example, one might study
whether humans, comfortable with the knowledge that automated vehicles see and will re-
spond to their behaviors, will choose to cross unsafely with the certainty they will not be hit–no
matter the social cost to the occupants of those vehicles, or the surrounding traffic. That is, if a
human knows a vehicle is automated, and that automated vehicles prioritize pedestrian safety,
they might abuse automated vehicles and create dangerous situations and traffic through
repeated unsafe crossings. This tool allows researchers to capture and permute over such
representative interactions and may help raise participant awareness of AV capabilities while
building trust and awareness, easing the safe and efficient adoption of driverless technologies.

In this article, we conduct a survey of prior art in AV–pedestrian simulators; describe
the process by which our simulator was developed, tested, and validated; and include
preliminary results from a study of AV–pedestrian interactions conducted within the
simulator. These results aim to answer core questions related to human–AV perception
and interaction, particularly in urban street crossing contexts. In describing our tool, we
detail multiple design iterations leading up to the current version that underpinned an
international study of three pedestrian–AV interaction scenarios. We close by exploring
how our tool can be applied to advance the efforts of the AV industry, particularly related
to human interaction.

The point of the newly-developed tool is to build on previously-developed XR capabili-
ties and prior human–AV interaction studies to capture data from scenarios not yet explored
in depth, with aims of better understanding human–AV interactions. Specific goals include
particularly highlighting considerations, concerns, and opportunities in adapting vehicle
designs and behaviors to facilitate cordial interactions and overall social well-being, e.g.,
whether an AV should even intentionally cause concern—real or imagined—for pedestrians
as a means of maintaining mutual respect, or whether AV self-identification drives trust or
recklessness more.

2. Background and Motivation

AVs have the potential to benefit the efficiency, environmental friendliness, and safety
of our world [2–4,8,20]. Surveyed individuals would consider using automated vehicles
when they become available for general public use, so long as they do not exacerbate societal
inequity [2,7,21]. However, some people do not trust AVs, citing concerns about privacy,
safety, and uncertainties with regard to algorithm performance [2,22–25]. The likelihood
of AV adoption depends largely on individual trust [9,26,27]. Reig et al., concluded that
those in the general public who do not support AVs may not understand AVs’ capabilities
and lack education on the topic [28], suggesting that education may drive support. Even
this, however, may not be sufficient to comfort individuals concerned about uncertain
algorithm performance, such as how vehicles will perform in the absence of sensor data or
external communications [29,30]. Studies, therefore, explore the best ways for autonomous
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vehicles to communicate information with human drivers and pedestrians in real time,
better allowing humans to predict the algorithm’s behavior and plan accordingly [4,31–34].

Pedestrian–AV safety is one such ongoing research concern. Exploration in the
area of pedestrian safety has historically been limited by the constant inability to put
real human subjects into dangerous situations [18]. Due to the risk for AVs to cause
property damage, injury, or loss of life, there are also ethical ramifications that must
be considered. One dilemma that faces AVs is whether or not they should follow traffic
laws perfectly under all circumstances. One potential solution comes from a study con-
ducted by Thornton et al. [35], who found that law-abiding should be based on the role
of the vehicle, where vehicles such as ambulances carrying a patient to the hospital are
allowed to break the law to increase mobility, whereas taxis will follow laws strictly [35].
Another moral dilemma is that of the trolley problem, except in terms of automated vehicles
that are in a situation where they inevitably crash. From the perspectives of Mirnig and
Meschtscherjakov [36], the trolley problem is a moral dilemma that should simply be used
for thinking about an issue further. However, Keeling finds that the trolley problem should
be considered with driving cars but in a manner of minimizing damage, not in a manner of
what is morally right or wrong [37].

Recently, Deb et al., explored the use of virtual environments to research pedestrian–
automated vehicle interactions, concluding that virtual environments can simulate pedes-
trian actions with sufficient realism to mirror real-world results [18]. Jayaraman et al., ap-
plied a similar concept to develop a simulator that collected information on pedestrian–AV
interactions [38], creating “an accurate long-term pedestrian crosswalk behavior (trajectory)
prediction model” from synthetic data [38].

Many of these tools and applications are designed using popular game engines.
The Unity Game Engine is one option that has been used successfully in pedestrian
simulations [38]. This multi-platform engine allows developers to create a simulated
environment where they can spawn or destroy (Game) objects [39,40]. The design and
development process of a tool has become easier since a variety of 3D objects can be acquired
through Unity’s extensive asset store [39,41]. This flexibility allows researchers to develop sim-
ulations [17], including gamified solutions [6,17,40], iteratively, particularly at early stages [42].

Another important factor in doing virtual research is determining the ideal mode
of interaction (2D, 3D, or some form of XR including VR, AR, and MR). Virtual Reality
(VR) allows participants to feel as though their actions have real consequences [41,43].
However, working with virtual reality can cause “virtual reality sickness” as a result of
prolonged time spent in virtual environments [18], suggesting breaks may need to be
part of game design. Despite this, VR has been used successfully in AV studies such
as Shahrdar et al.’s research. This experiment has participants immerse themselves in a
VR simulation and tests their trust of virtual AVs that make observable mistakes [22].
The study found that most participants were able to regain trust in an AV shortly after
the vehicle had made an error [22]. Löcken et al. also conducted a comparative analysis
of the AV–pedestrian interaction in VR [44]. In general, eXtended Reality (XR) or Mixed
Reality (MR) can also be used in future experiments involving AVs‘ [45], allowing for more
information to be communicated to passengers and pedestrians as well as helping to build
trust between humans and AVs [46].

2.1. Embodiment in Virtual Environments and Video Games

Virtual Environments and video games captivate their audiences by allowing in-
dividuals access to non-typical experiences. This corresponds to the idea of embodi-
ment, in which a player assumes the role of a virtual character and, in so doing, subcon-
sciously extends themselves to inherit that character’s goals and aspirations, strengths, and
limitations [47,48]. Moreover, embodiment then makes the character’s experience that of
the player. Embodiment is an important concept in video games, as player engagement
depends upon how well the player can take control of their virtual character; without
sufficient interactivity, games become similar to other forms of media including films
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or books. In order to have a strong sense of embodiment, one must design a virtual world
around the character that helps fully realize the goals of the character while also playing
to the character’s strengths [47]. This allows the player the ability to use the character’s
affordances effectively to achieve an end goal.

Embodiment is also important to gamified research, although there is debate about
the efficacy of embodiment and its limitations on immersion. Alton raises the question
of whether or not one should refer to current virtual character–player relationships as
embodiment, because embodiment requires physical reactions and feelings that come as a
result of the virtual experience [49]. It may be argued whether or not these criteria are met by
VR or even video games in general, which leads to some ambiguity in terms of embodiment
in virtual gaming. Although this raises concerns about the idea of embodiment in gamified
research, embodiment has been proven effective in virtual environments that allow users
to take control of an avatar and explore, e.g., a study conducted by Kiela et al. found that
embodiment in video games is a valid first step to developing AI [50]. In that study, humans
virtually simulate what a human would and should do in a situation, and then an AI can
uncover patterns from the humans, building upon these to refine an algorithm that can be
used to simulate what a human would do in the same situation [50]. This allows algorithms to
constantly improve without feedback from human subjects in the virtual world. Another study
by Gonzalez-Franco and Peck found that the use of embodied avatars in VR has led to higher
levels of user immersion inside simulation [51]. This is important as the more immersed a user
is in a simulation, the more realistic the simulation will feel to the user, leading to the creation
of better representative real-world data.

2.2. Existing AV Simulators

There have been prior efforts to study pedestrian–AV interaction, including approaches
incorporating both the notions of gamification and embodiment. In considering such efforts,
we now explore three representative applications, with the first two being among the most
popular in the field of automated vehicle simulation and the third selected having the more
significant focus on pedestrian-centric data generation. The first application is CARLA [16],
which was developed by the CARLA Team. This open-source automated vehicle simulator is
built with the Unreal Game Engine and works with the OpenDRIVE standard to define roads
and other urban scenery. CARLA has grown to be one of the most widely used options for
automated vehicle simulations, and it has built a large and growing community.

The second application examined is AirSim [15], developed by Microsoft Research.
AirSim is a computer-based simulator built for drone and self-driving car research.
Similar to CARLA; this simulator is built upon the Unreal Game Engine, but there is
also an experimental version based on Unity. This simulator is primarily used for research
purposes surrounding AI and experimentation with deep learning, computer vision, and
reinforcement learning.

The final application that we looked at was a tool developed by Deb et al. for research
at Mississippi State University [3,18]. This simulation is not publicly available, though we
can conclude that the simulation focuses on pedestrians crossing an intersection in virtual
reality using the HTC Vive headset. The tool was also developed upon the Unity Game
Engine, setting itself apart from the other two applications.

These three applications are not an exhaustive list of simulators that serve to study
human–vehicle interactions; however, they are broadly representative of the contemporary
research field.

To compare these applications, we analyzed each application based on five categories:

• Availability—Availability refers to which simulators are publicly available for further
research and if the simulators are free and/or open-source. Broad availability increases
the likelihood of public use, and therefore increases the research utility of the tool.

• Engines and Technical Development—This category refers to the underlying techni-
cal elements enabling the simulators. Most simulators are built upon game engines
as a means of enabling realistic physics and graphics, with relatively straightfor-
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ward development techniques. The dominant game engines are Unity and Unreal,
although there are other options available too. Depending on the game engine, differ-
ent programming knowledge may be needed for tool development or modification.
Unity requires C# (or Javascript), and Unreal requires C++. Similarly, the game engine
determines the supported platforms for tool use. More platform support tends to
increase the availability of the tool for research use among diverse audiences.

• Usability, Type of Application, and Target Audience—This refers to the type of
application each simulator is, namely, whether the simulation is a desktop or virtual
reality application. This dictates the cost and complexity of the requisite software and
hardware. We then identify, in coarse and subjective terms, the complexity of setting
up and running the simulator. Due to the fact that this research combines social and
technical elements, it is not reasonable to assume a high level of technical familiarity
from all application users—even survey facilitators. We therefore also identify the
target audience for which the simulator may be readily used to conduct research.

• Realistic Graphics Environment—This category identifies the subjective visual qual-
ity of the 3D environment and models or prefabs used in the simulation. Graphics
are an important element towards increasing the engagement of a simulator and a
user’s perceived embodiment. The more plausible the graphics, the better and more
realistic the experience the tool will offer. Increased realism is often seen as essential
to generating plausible and repeatable research data from game-based tools.

• Pedestrian Point of View—Pedestrian Point of View denotes whether a tool is well-
suited to pedestrian-centric research and development application. Since we explore
human interaction with AVs, and not the other way around, it is important to identify
which simulators offer the ability for players to “become” a pedestrian.

Comparing these tools allows us to identify unmet development needs to inform our
own tool design.

Table 1 shows that the CARLA Simulator and AirSim are both free and open source.
This gives these tools an advantage over the Mississippi State University Tool, as each has
had years to build a community that supports their applications. The Mississippi State
University tool is not publicly available.

Table 1. Comparison among three significant pedestrian–AV interaction simulators on topics ranging
from game engine and development complexity, to usability and technical audience, to visual fidelity
of virtual environments, and to pedestrian point of view.

CARLA Simulator AirSim Mississippi State University Tool

Availability Free and Open Source Free and Open Source Not on Public Repository

Unity No Compatibility Experimental Compatibility Compatible

Unreal Engine Compatible Compatible No Compatibility

Technical Development C++, Python C++, Python, C# No Compatibility

Ease of Use Hard to Use Hard to Use Easy to use

Type of Application Desktop Desktop Virtual Reality

Target Audience Mainly Programmers
or Engineers

Mainly Programmers
or Engineers Academia Audience

Graphics High High Average

Pedestrian Point of View No Pedestrian POV No Pedestrian POV Pedestrian POV

Table 1 indicates that CARLA is built upon the Unreal Engine and therefore accessible
to users with knowledge of C++. Some knowledge of Python is also required to implement
some forms of Deep Learning within the simulator. AirSim is also built upon the Unreal
Engine, and therefore it requires users to have the same C++ and Python knowledge in order
to perform similar development. However, AirSim also has experimental compatibility
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with the Unity Game Engine; therefore, it increases its community by allowing for the
development with the C# programming language. The Mississippi State University Tool
also uses the Unity Game Engine, but it is not publicly available for open development.

Usability and target audience analysis (Table 1) show that the CARLA Simulator and
AirSim require strong programming skills in multiple programming languages and are
relatively hard to set up, especially for inexperienced users. This limits the audience of
these applications to programmers and engineers. The Mississippi State University Tool
succeeds comparatively due to its ease of use and setup, as the application is a pre-built
export application. This allows the tool to be used by programmers, engineers, enthusiasts,
and researchers who may want to conduct research. The use of virtual reality is another
unique differentiator for research.

The next category, which is more subjective, compares the graphical realism of each
simulator (Table 1). The CARLA Simulator and AirSim have multiple scenes and use
high-quality 3D assets, allowing for an immersive experience within the simulation.
The Mississippi State University Tool falls relatively short in this category. We use this as
a proxy in part for the perceived realism of, and therefore the transferrability of findings
from, the experimental simulator.

The final category is the implementation of the pedestrian point of view in the applica-
tion (Table 1), which is the most important category for studying under-explored areas of
AV–pedestrian interaction. Both CARLA and AirSim lack in this category since their focus
is on automated vehicles rather than pedestrian research. As of this writing, there is no di-
rect user control of pedestrians, as they are more AI-oriented. Both of these applications do,
however, allow for customizable scenarios with pedestrians, such as volume and diversity
of pedestrian populations. The Mississippi State University Tool focuses on the pedestrian
point of view, allowing users to embody the pedestrian in virtual reality.

This comparative analysis identified the opportunity in creating a new, readily-adaptable,
easy-to-use tool focused on pedestrian-centered movement. This tool should ideally also be
publicly available (if not open source) as this would grant the largest possible user-base without
unnecessarily increasing complexity of use. Ease of use was a priority for our team, as we need
our tool to be used not only by those well versed in the technical fields but also by participants
in research studies and other scientists with diverse backgrounds. The graphics should also be
realistic in order to better simulate and immerse users in the experience.

In the following section, we more explicitly describe the unmet opportunity motivating
the development of a new, realistic, easy-to-use, and pedestrian-centric simulator for
capturing data from simulated human–AV interactions. We also introduce preliminary
research questions that we try to answer with the tool as a means of demonstrating the
simulator’s plausibility as a research-enabler.

2.3. Unmet Opportunity

Having identified related research tools and explored these in Section 2.2, we noted the
lack of tools that combine freely available and easy-to-use simulator with pedestrian-centric
viewpoint, realistic graphics, and straightforward game-development tools. In particular,
we see an opportunity to build a cross-platform tool capable of capturing data from within
the game environment, without any requisite technical expertise.

Given these needs and the yet-unrealized potential to use game-based tools to address
pedestrian–automated vehicle interactions from a new angle, we set out to design, develop,
and validate through a small-scale survey an easy-to-use pedestrian point-of-view simulator.
We do so by creating and demonstrating the use of a tool to answer questions that have
been under-explored in prior studies:

1. What are typical pedestrian–vehicle interaction patterns for varying degrees of autonomy?
2. Can goal-driven humans effectively “coexist” with goal-driven automated vehicles,

e.g., in a social context?
3. Does the degree to which a pedestrian is familiar with autonomy change these

interactions? How?
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4. Does the knowledge that a vehicle is automated change a pedestrian’s interaction
patterns? How?

5. Does exposure to automated vehicles increase or decrease pedestrian trust in those vehicles?

These questions are important, because they will provide valuable insights from the
pedestrian perspective captured from a large and diverse spectrum of study participants.
We will specifically be able to explore the stage of building awareness for the AVs, increasing
the trust towards self-driving cars, and even identify possible “abuse” resulting from
pedestrians acting with hostility towards AVs. The most prominent example, borne out in
reality for years, is that pedestrians may seek to “challenge” AVs with seemingly-unsafe
crossing, causing the vehicle to swerve, stop, and/or wait. Better understanding of the
motivation and potential response to such hostility will help to inform technical decisions
and perhaps policy, helping move towards the broader adoption of automated vehicles and
resulting social welfare.

Towards the aim of addressing these and other questions, we set out to develop
“The Pedestrian Tool” (Appendix A.2), an easy-to-use, Unity-based simulator focused on
pedestrian embodiment and pedestrian–vehicle interactions. This will allow users to better
understand interaction patterns between humans and automated vehicles through data
collection using the tool. This tool will also become important due to approaching reality
that automated vehicles are beginning to be introduced into the general public, and, with
this, a lot of questions have been raised about their interactions with humans. In doing so,
this research crucially contributes toward addressing a gap in the current social science
literature, which ignores the period of transition, when both AVs and human drivers share
the road space [52]. There is a general distrust surrounding automated vehicles due to
a lack of understanding of how they work or what they will do, so this tool will allow
researchers to better understand how to combat this distrust while also allowing the general
public to interact with automated vehicles in a safe and harmless environment. The stigma
labeling automated vehicles as ’unpredictable machines’ could create additional challenges
against their involvement in society and potential commercial failure, and we believe that
their benefits far outweigh their drawbacks. One of the main goals of the tool is to raise
awareness and improve public perception towards automated vehicles and their safety.

The following sections describe the materials and methods used to develop a game-
based tool aimed at answering these questions and describe the data capture and analysis
from a small cohort to prove the tool’s utility.

3. Materials and Methods

This section describes the Pedestrian Tool’s design and development.
Following the principles of research-creation [53], we aimed to create a meaningful [54]

interactive user experience to therefore increase the likelihood of generating accurate,
useful, and repeatable results. We therefore aimed to design a serious gamified tool [55] that
builds awareness and at the same time educates [56] participants about autonomous vehicles
though interactions taking place within a realistic simulated environment. Embodiment was
particularly important, as users were encouraged to take on the role of a virtual pedestrian.

Our application was developed using the agile methodology and the Scrum model [57].
We developed and conducted parts of our research with stable builds of our tool, working
in sprints, while iterating [58] until we reached stable builds. The tool was developed in
the Unity Game Engine using both free and purchased assets from the Unity Asset Store.
Early builds, including survey results and demographic data, are included in detail in [19].

3.1. Initial Build and Play Testing

The authors first built a basic tool in which participants are dropped into a simulated
urban environment and asked to explore and cross the road. The first build of our applica-
tion featured only an urban scene, and the users could walk and cross intersections freely
without any consequence even if they were ’virtually’ hit by a vehicle. We surveyed users
formally and informally about their response to the game, as well as to automated vehicles.
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First, participants were surveyed about their feelings toward self-driving vehicles
such as level of familiarity, if they think self-driving vehicles will become a safer alter-
native to human-driven vehicles, and questions exploring various plausible human–AV
crosswalk interactions. The respondents were generally familiar with automated vehicles,
were positive to neutral about AV’s potential, claimed to obey traffic laws, and were uncer-
tain about how safe they would feel should an AV approach them while crossing the road.
Participants were then asked to use the simulator for five minutes with the goal of crossing
intersections safely, after which a followup survey was conducted. From this survey, we
learned that participants may not check for safety prior to crossing and tend to find the
concept of being hit by a virtual AV either fun or not scary. This lent credence to the idea
that a participant may try to “speed run” across the road in the absence of consequence
and suggested the need for consequence in future studies as a means of discouraging such
behavior and better-reflecting reality.

3.2. Second Build and Play Testing

A second iteration of the simulator added a scoring mechanism using in-game “col-
lider” elements (Figure 1) to motivate faster crossing and to shift the focus of “fun” [59]
from being hit by a car to maximizing points collected. For every successful crossing, a
user obtained 100 points. We also implemented a timer to limit participant study time. In
this build, “careless” users also lose the game if they are hit by a vehicle. Penalization for
contact ends the game and transitions to a Game Over scene (Figure 2), where the final
score is shown.

Additional surveys were conducted of four different testers with more gaming experi-
ence and less familiarity with automated vehicles than the previous group (as self-identified).
In testing this version, we learned that the user experience depended greatly on the computer
used, and game-play fluidity was associated with feelings of immersion. For the first time, we
also witnessed players fully engaging with the game world; this behavior is known as an “ex-
plorer” player type [60,61]. Importantly, we noted that user behavior towards vehicles changed:
users started to avoid cars and follow other pedestrian crossing signals. This suggested that
supervision—either human or through additional in-game scoring mechanisms—was neces-
sary to capture data more reflective of a reality with consequence.

Figure 1. The invisible collider system is the main mechanic that the scoring system is built upon.
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Figure 2. The Score/Game Over Scene shows the participant’s score based on their successful
intersection crossings.

3.3. Third Build and Play Testing

A third experimental build was play tested with nine participants. This game version
built upon the second, which subjective play testing and objective surveys supported
as being realistic and supportive of embodiment and added three unique two-minute
play scenarios. The first scenario included vehicles that always stopped for pedestrians,
the second scenario included some vehicles that would stop for pedestrians and some that
would not, and the third scenario included some that would stop and others that would
not; among these vehicles, automated vehicles indicated their presence with a bright green
light when they were entered within 15 m of the player.

A more expansive set of survey questions was captured, including questions related to real-
world scenarios, pedestrian behaviors, and technological and autonomous vehicle familiarity.
Intermediate surveys were captured between each play scenario. Following the final
scenario, additional questions were answered regarding user experience, usability [62],
realism [63], and demographics.

Pre-test data suggested that most (71%) participants would never try to cross a real-
world intersection without checking traffic lights. A majority of participants also indicated
that they would not feel safe if an automated vehicle approached them in an intersection,
even if that vehicle indicated that it saw people in the intersection and planned to stop.
Additional data concluded that participants were somewhat unlikely to trust AVs to stop
for an object or person in the road (M = 4.7, Likert scale 1–10) and slightly unfamiliar with
AVs at intake (M = 4, Likert scale 1–10).

Post-test data indicated that participants gained awareness of AVs throughout the process,
with 53% noticing AVs in scenario two and 69% noticing AVs in scenario three. 37% of partici-
pants noted self-driving vehicles in scenario one, though none were present.
When asked about the clarity of self-driving vehicle intentions, participants in scenario two
were mostly unsure (57%), while a majority of those in scenario three reported that intentions
were clear (57%). Participants’ likelihood of following signals decreased from neutral to moder-
ately unlikely as participants encountered scenarios with an increased presence and visibility
of self-driving vehicles. Participants also became less trusting of the self-driving vehicles
as their presence increased across the scenarios (scenario one: slightly likely, scenario two:
slightly unlikely, scenario three: moderately unlikely) and increased the likelihood with which
their avatar “ran” across the road. Additionally, participants reported becoming increasingly
cautious at the onset of scenario three, as opposed to careless in their behaviors. In scenarios
one and two 86% and 71%, respectively, of participants reported being careless, while only 43%
reported carelessness in scenario three.
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User data confirmed that the simulation was easy to use and realistic; this, combined
with the earlier-noted trends and user feedback led to the creation of the simulator’s final
version featuring both the play testing and sampling phases from within the tool.

3.4. Final Build and Play Testing

In the fourth and final build, we implemented survey questions in-game (Figures 3–6)
to facilitate ease of use. This build comprises a first-person perspective gamified application
and features a consent form (Figure 7, text in Appendix A.1), a main menu (Figure 8), three
different scenarios (adapted from the prior build) within an invariant urban environment
(Figure 9) along with their guidelines (Figure 10), four in-game surveys (Figure 6) that
auto-populate external Google Forms, and a game over scene (Figure 2).

Figure 3. This survey appears after a user completes the first scenario.

Figure 4. This survey appears after a user completes the second scenario.
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Figure 5. This survey appears after a user completes the third scenario.

Figure 6. The Intake Survey is one of the four in-game surveys. Users need to complete it before
testing any of the scenarios.

Figure 7. The consent form informs the users about the terms of use of the tool.
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Figure 8. The main menu helps the participants to switch between the various scenarios of the tool.

Figure 9. The urban area of the three scenarios features various buildings, vehicles, a skybox, and a
weather system.

Figure 10. The guidelines explain the concept of each scenario before loading it.
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Upon launching, users are presented with the Tool’s Terms of Service. If users consent, the
game loads to an Intake survey (first survey—Figure 6) and, from there, to the main menu where
they select one of the three scenarios. These three scenarios take place in a common environment,
but the cars in each (virtual AVs and human driven) comprise different mixes and capabilities.

The in-game surveys are associated with four Google Forms that are auto-filled when
users submit their selections from within the game. Information capture comprises:

• the survey answers to the questions,
• the location data (country/city) that is automatically extracted from the users’ IPs

using a free API service, and
• some in-game info extracted by events during the scenarios (score, being “hit” by a

car, and time of “hit”).

Our tool specifically informs all participants of the data collection and is compliant
with Michigan State University IRB requirements (exempted under STUDY00005920) and
GDPR law. The capture mechanism is presented in Figure 11.

Figure 11. The schematic explains unified participant data collection from multiple sources
(surveys, external APIs, in-game mechanics).

• Scenario 1: All cars, human or AI operated, stop safely before hitting the user-
pedestrian if physically possible. The possibility of being “hit” is low.

• Scenario 2: Some cars may stop before colliding with the user-pedestrian. Users
do not know which, if any, given car (AV or human driven) will stop or not. The
possibility of being “hit” is increased.

• Scenario 3: Some cars may stop before the user-pedestrian while others will not. In this
case, the AVs are identified by a green light indication that appears under the vehicles.
This indication starts when the pedestrian–AV distance is less than 15 m. The AVs will
always stop before hitting the pedestrian if physically possible (Figure 12).

Developing multiple versions of the tool with participant observation and surveys
allowed us to build a tool that better meets researcher and participant needs than those ex-
isting, particularly as ease-of-use and ease-of-data-capture outstrip those of prior solutions.
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Figure 12. In scenario 3, the AVs are identified by a green light underneath. The light appears when
the pedestrian is 15 m or less away from the vehicle.

4. Results

An 89-person study was conducted using the fourth and most-recent version of
the tool. Though a larger study would be preferable to establish more robust and statisti-
cally significant results, the sample was seen being of appropriate size to gain preliminary
insights into the function of the tool as well as of human–vehicle interactions. We are
seeking external support for this work and intend to continue capturing data using this
tool after this manuscript’s publication, and will continue to share updated datasets, and if
appropriate, updated articles, as new findings emerge.

All study participants were recruited by word of mouth. There were no exclusion
criteria, except for eliminating data captured by study designers who may have been biased
due to over-familiarity with the simulator and/or automated vehicles and their social and
technical capabilities and limitations.

Data were captured unsupervised, typically using the participant’s own computer.
All participants agreed to participate in the study using opt-in consent and language
reviewed and approved for IRB exemption by Michigan State University. This exemption
indicates that the IRB had no significant concerns about the ethics or potential consequence
arising from the study. The study was also conducted within the guidelines of GDPR to
allow for the capture of data from European participants.

The participants reflected views and experiences from four countries and 27 cities.
The questions and results are presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Scenarios are as
defined in Section 3.4.

Given the preliminary nature of the study, analysis was limited to capturing the
mean and standard deviation in response to each question. For further analysis, sanitized
pedestrian data (no unique identification or timestamp) have been made available for
download alongside this manuscript (Appendix A.2). Additional data will be added to the
repository as the tool’s use continues.
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Table 2. Summarized results from the intake survey and simulator scenarios 1–3.

Scenario Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11 Q12 Q13 S1
Intake

(n = 89)
µ = 2.91
σ = 0.90

µ = 2.39
σ = 0.95

µ = 2.61
σ = 1.02

µ = 3.85
σ = 0.83

µ = 3.28
σ = 0.84

µ = 3.28
σ = 0.94

µ = 3.21
σ = 0.79

µ = 3.57
σ = 0.90

1
(n = 78)

µ = 3.63
σ = 1.19

µ = 3.81
σ = 1.08

µ = 544
σ = 459

2
(n = 67)

µ = 3.29
σ = 1.22

µ = 3.56
σ = 0.98

µ = 2.01
σ = 1.09

µ = 565
σ = 419

3
(n = 62)

µ = 2.66
σ = 0.96

µ = 3.68
σ = 0.97

µ = 3.40
σ = 1.17

µ = 3.56
σ = 1.11

µ = 3.94
σ = 0.96

µ = 642
σ = 470

Table 3. Questions associated with the survey, as shortened in the results table.

Question Low (Text) High (Text)
Q1 In general, I trust humans 1 (Strongly Disagree) 5 (Strongly Agree)
Q2 In general, I trust human drivers 1 (Strongly Disagree) 5 (Strongly Agree)
Q3 As a pedestrian, I trust human drivers to stop for me when I cross the road 1 (Strongly Disagree) 5 (Strongly Agree)
Q4 In general, I trust technology 1 (Strongly Disagree) 5 (Strongly Agree)
Q5 In general, I trust automated vehicles 1 (Strongly Disagree) 5 (Strongly Agree)
Q6 As a pedestrian, I trust automated vehicles to stop for me when I cross the road 1 (Strongly Disagree) 5 (Strongly Agree)
Q7 Knowing that a vehicle near me is automated makes me 1 (Very Uncomfortable) 5 (Very Comfortable)
Q8 Knowing that an automated vehicle “sees me” makes me 1 (Feel Very Unsafe) 5 (Feel Very Safe)
Q9 When crossing the road, I felt safe 1 (Strongly Disagree) 5 (Strongly Agree)

Q10 Successfully crossing the road made me feel very confident 1 (Strongly Disagree) 5 (Strongly Agree)
Q11 I believe I can tell which cars are automated and which are human driven 1 (Strongly Disagree) 5 (Strongly Agree)
Q12 I was more likely to walk in front of oncoming automated vehicles than human-operated vehicles 1 (Strongly Disagree) 5 (Strongly Agree)
Q13 I am more comfortable around a vehicle I KNOW is automated than one I THINK is automated 1 (Strongly Disagree) 5 (Strongly Agree)

S1 Game Score (points) 0 ≈2000
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5. Discussion

When analyzing the preliminary results among aggregate data (not divided among
city, country, or any other identifiable parameters), we observe compelling trends.

The first finding relates to comfort when crossing around human and automated
vehicles. In analyzing sample data, we identify that participants trust humans less than
technology, and, at the same time, these same individuals trust automated vehicles less than
other technologies but more than humans. We also note that participants trust humans less
when driving than in completing other tasks. This leads to the conclusion that humans are
more trusting of automated vehicles to stop for pedestrians than for human drivers to do the
same; this effect is more pronounced after exposure to Virtual Automated Vehicles (VAVs).

The second finding relates to participant comfort with VAVs. We find that, at the
outset, participants are somewhat comfortable with the notion of AVs. Experience engaging
with VAVs emboldens the participants to cross blindly and walk in front of VAVs more
assertively than in front of humans. This effect appears to increase with exposure.

This relates to a crucial insight that participants claimed to feel safer knowing that an AV
acknowledges their presence; this is borne out by increased confidence crossing in front of VAVs in
Scenario 3. Based on this, we present finding three: that participants, acting as pedestrians, prefer
knowing which vehicles are automated and that those automated vehicles have perceived the
participant’s presence. This is borne out by participants’ reduced feelings of safety in Scenario 2
(in which VAVs coexist with virtual, human-driven vehicles, but vehicles are not clearly marked)
versus Scenarios 1 and 3, where vehicles are all human operated, or where human-operated
and automated vehicles intermix and are clearly indicated, respectively. It is clear that explicit
communication of a vehicle’s operating mode and the status of pedestrian perception are essential
to communicate with bystanders to improve pedestrian comfort in and around mixed traffic.
This suggests AVs require indication to build bystander comfort, which is backed up by the fact
that participants generally had low confidence in their ability to detect unmarked AVs as well as
a strong participant preference to know rather than think a vehicle is automated.

Regarding participant confidence, it decreased across sequential scenarios while safe
crossing scores increased; this may suggest that heightened awareness of AVs leads to
increased caution, thereby improving overall safety. It is unclear whether, with further
exposure, this trend might reverse.

Finally, we noticed that the participant scores, in general, had a high variability.
This may be a reflection of a “gamer divide” and/or indicative that different control options
(e.g., locomotion, gamepad, keyboard, and mouse) may be desirable for future builds.
This is an important area for continued study, as any feelings of loss of control reduce
embodiment and make results less robust.

With regard to our specific questions from Section 2.3, we then find from the data that
pedestrians and vehicles interoperate reasonably well, with improved coexistence based on
the availability and clarity of vehicle type and state communication.

We note that diverging or competing goals (e.g., rapid pedestrian street crossing and
smooth ride/fast transit for vehicle occupants) may cause adversarial play scenarios, and
also observed this in simulator testing in participants’ higher scores with increased exposure
to vehicles. In general, however, “coexistance” is possible for a single-pedestrian/multiple
vehicle scenario. This may change in more complicated environments, e.g., where multiple
pedestrian agents may coordinate and/or collude.

In answering this question, we observed that the question itself is limited in utility,
as it only considers the pedestrian perspective. This suggests a potential future area of
exploration, in which some general social score taking into consideration both pedestrian
and passenger perspectives might be studied.

We see also from the results that pedestrian familiarity with automated vehicles (and
the tool itself) increases comfort around VAVs, and that knowledge of a vehicle’s operational
mode and status does change a pedestrian’s comfort and interaction patterns.

From scores alone, we also see that increased exposure increases comfort around
automated vehicles, which may be seen as a surrogate for measuring trust.
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Our intention in conducting this survey was to prove the viability of the tool; now
that this is proven, we will continue to capture data and share the tool as executable and
and with the source code (as allowable per asset licenses) with researchers so as to grow
our result data. This will allow us to better disaggregate data, e.g., to look at trends across
geographies. With more data, we might be able to make bolder claims and conclusions,
for example, in determining how frequently an AV “should” run a stop sign to strike the
right balance of pedestrian caution and overall social welfare of the transit system. It will
also allow us to further explore the limitations of such a tool, e.g., in determining the
consequence on result significance of reality and virtuality not being exact “mirrors”.

6. Conclusions

We developed a series of tools addressing unmet needs in pedestrian–vehicle
interaction simulation. These tools have a pedestrian-first focus and are easy to use and
widely available. To prove the utility of the refined version of these tools, we conducted a
survey of diverse participants from a global background and with varied levels of familiar-
ity with games and automated vehicles.

Three scenarios were tested: we asked participants to cross intersections as quickly as
possible in three different scenarios: (1), all human operated vehicles, (2) a mix of human
and automated vehicles, and (3) a mix of human and self-announcing automated vehicles.
Getting hit by a vehicle caused the game to end as a consequence, while successful crossings
awarded players points, serving as motivation.

From a survey of 89 participant-players, this study provided some valuable information
on the user perspective on AVs. Initially, the users’ survey gave us a first indication that
people are not so ready to trust autonomous vehicles being on the streets. This finding aligns
with a large body of research that suggests that trust is a universal factor in comfort and
adoption of technology and automated vehicles [64–67]. In particular, Ayoub et al. identified
perceptions of benefits and risks, feelings, and knowledge of AVs as key indicators of trust [66].
AVs represent a known unknown, when the most common concerns people have with AVs are
with what has yet to be standardized by government agencies, developers, and firms: liability,
control, privacy, and security [8–10]. We found that this distrust does not only include being
passengers in such vehicles but also facing them as pedestrians.

Further, the same group of people, even though they would hesitate crossing an
intersection when a self-driving car approached in real life, had different behavior in the
virtual world relative to those studied using the first version of the tool. Since they had
no consequences when they were virtually “hit” by a vehicle, they tended to be careless
or even abuse cars when they stopped before them. Using the next version of the tool,
where a reward and a penalization system were implemented, users started behaving closer
to reality. Their approach was more strategic, but they were more careful in virtuality, since
being “hit” by a vehicle (self-driven or not) resulted in a game over.

A final version of the tool proved the utility in creating smarter pedestrian simulators
focused on ease-of-use and confirmed that the tool itself is usable, realistic, and not too complex
for simulation use. We see that participants trust humans and technology less as drivers than
in other contexts, and that pedestrians feel safer with autonomy indicators and increasingly
feel safe with automated vehicles after having experience engaging with such vehicles.

Significant takeaways include the notion that consequence is necessary to encourage
pedestrians to consider an AV and its occupants when crossing, and that imperfect informa-
tion, such as uncertainty as to whether a vehicle is automated or not and as to whether or
not that vehicle “sees” a pedestrian, may ultimately improve social welfare by increasing
the likelihood of a negative outcome from a pedestrian’s careless crossing. It may in fact be
argued that it is “better” in cases to hide a vehicle’s automation capability and operating
status, or for an automated vehicle to drive closer to a human pedestrian than is necessary
to create a “healthy respect” or fear that ultimately improves traffic flow and encourages
pedestrians to keep their wits about them.
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Importantly, these preliminary results studied pedestrian–vehicle interaction broadly
and only from the pedestrian perspective; in future work, studying consequence and
opportunity from both the pedestrian and vehicle perspective simultaneously may yield
more informative results.

AV designers must also remain cognizant that familiarity breeds in pedestrians a
disregard for safety around automated vehicles, and occasional “failures” may be necessary
to induce in pedestrians a higher level of awareness, as well as to serve as a reminder that
AVs have a job to do in getting their occupants safely and efficiently to their destinations
without interruption. Development goals, then, might better strike a healthy balance
between efficiency and the mutual respect of on- and near-road agents.

While these conclusions are drawn from a small-sample preliminary study, impor-
tantly, we showed that the developed tool can be used to generate insight related to
automated vehicle interaction with pedestrians, and that this area of study may become
increasingly useful and important in the near future. We plan to continue the use of this
and related tools to conduct broader studies of pedestrian–vehicle interaction that may
yield more statistically-significant results.

We encourage readers to download the latest version of the tool and all derivative
datasets (Appendix A.2) to contribute to the future of this and related studies.

7. Future Work

The present work resulted in developing a first-person gamified research tool about
pedestrian-autonomous vehicle interaction. This simulator addressed unmet needs in creating
easy-to-use pedestrian-centric tools that are widely accessible to the research community.

In the future, we intend to create a VR version of the tool for users to have a fully
immersive experience. Moreover, we intend to have additional intersections and (probably)
more levels in order for users to have more tasks; they would also not have to repeat tests
the same environment. Regarding the AI pedestrian models, we will add more or customize
existing ones in order to make the tool even more diverse [68], e.g., by incorporating real-world
data from Internet of Things sensing systems [69]. We are releasing a free executable of the tool
(Appendix A.2) and plan to deploy a web-only version to expand our audience reach.

This tool provides a unique option for studying public perceptions and behavioral
intentions surrounding AVs. Additional studies could conduct larger, more diverse scale
testing, comparative studies of simulation, VR, and reality, additional scenario studies
surrounding urban vs. rural environments and varying weather conditions, as well as
longitudinal human-factor studies surrounding trust, acceptance, perceived risk, and
interaction preferences with consumer implications.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1

This study seeks to understand more about the user experience in a computer simulated
interaction with autonomous vehicles, from a pedestrian perspective. This is an exploratory
study in which subjects will use computer keys to navigate through cross-walks in a simulated
city with both standard and autonomous vehicles, all from a pedestrian perspective. Aims are
to answer the questions of how users interact with their environment and whether or not they
feel a sense of trust regarding the autonomous vehicles within the simulation. These results
will inform future simulation developments and research studies.

BRIEF SUMMARY

You are being asked to participate in a research study that is going to provide our team
with valuable insights. This is also going to be used by further research on Self-Driving vehicles
by the DeepTech Lab of Michigan State University in collaboration with National Technical
University of Athens. Researchers are required to provide a consent form to inform you about
the research study, to convey that participation is voluntary, to explain risks and benefits of
participation including why you might or might not want to participate.

PURPOSE OF RESEARCH

The purpose of this research study is to create a gamified research tool (application) that
will help people, living in urban environments, build awareness on self-driving vehicles. At the
current stage, we would like to get samples on how people behave crossing intersections
in virtuality, if they are let free. Identifying risky or unrealistic behaviors will help our
team develop the right mechanisms and preventing features towards a new version of
the gamified tool. Also, we would like to see if we can potentially raise awareness on
autonomous vehicles to the public.

WHAT YOU WILL BE ASKED TO DO

Initially, you will take a short general survey on technology and self-driving vehicles.
Then, you will be able to test three (3) different scenarios and after each one you will be
required respond to some more very short surveys. The total number of survey including
the introductory one will be four (4).

POTENTIAL BENEFITS

This research will enlighten our team on developing the right type of mechanisms to
correctly simulate realistic behaviors inside our research tool. Ultimately, this will help
us build an accurate research application that will train people and raise awareness on
self-driving vehicles.

POTENTIAL RISKS

There are no foreseeable risks to participating.

PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY

During the research, we will NOT know your identity. We will gather your survey
responses and in addition to them, we will collect some personal data like location (country
and city of residence) and your in-game behavior (being “hit” by a car, time and score)
automatically. Your avatar will be associated with a generated key, unique for each participant,
that will enable full unanimity and it will not trace back to you anyhow.

YOUR RIGHTS TO PARTICIPATE, SAY NO, OR WITHDRAW

Participation in this study is voluntary. You may withdraw at any time without penalty.

CONTACT INFORMATION

If you have concerns or questions about this study, please contact the researcher:
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Georgios Pappas,
geopap1987@hotmail.com
pappasg5@msu.edu
gpappas@mail.ntua.gr
If you have questions or concerns about your role and rights as a research participant,

would like to obtain information or offer input, or would like to register a complaint about
this study, you may contact, anonymously if you wish, the Principal Investigator of this
research, Joshua Siegel, jsiegel@msu.edu.

DOCUMENTATION OF INFORMED CONSENT

If you decide to participate in this study, please sign the form below with your
full name. This will not be associated with your responses or performance results. If you
do not agree to the above terms, please close this window and do not proceed further.
You may keep a copy of this consent form if would like.

Appendix A.2

The Pedestrian Tool and results for this survey, as well as future builds and survey
results, may be downloaded from [70].
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